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ABSTRACT
To produce intense secondaiy beams of radioactive isotopes, primary beams of up to

are being proposed at some facilities. There are. plans to test production targets with 800
protons at such high power at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. In this paper die use of
energy neutrons as a possible alternative is presented The concept is to generate an intci^e beaar
of neutrons in a well-cooled target with a primary deuteron beam. The neutrons have a high cross*'
section for producing fission fragments in a thick uranium target which is coupled to the ion source
for die secondary beams. The effective target thickness is large and the power dissipated in the
ISOL target is relatively small, which should lead to intense beams of neutron-rich, intermediate-
mass isotopes such as 132Sn.

1. Introduction

It has been shown at ISOLDE that high energy proton induced fission of uranium is
an effective production method for neutron rich isotopes in the mass 80 to 160 range1.
This technique works well with proton beam energies of 0.5 to 1. GeV and currents in the
1 to 10 microamp range. However, it is still not clear that such targets are practical, in
terms of heat dissipation and target lifetime, at the 100 microamp currents of the ISL
Benchmark Facility. Comparable beam powers, i.e. 100 kW, at lower energies with either
protons or heavier ions produce even more energy density in the production targets. Plans
to test such high power targets ate underway at the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory2.
An alternative idea, which should solve the heating problem and still produce high yields
of fission products, is described below.

2. Target Geometry, Yields, and Shielding

The concept is to generate an intense neutron beam by stripping an energetic deuteron
beam in a well-cooled low-Z target, and tc use the neutrons to induce fission in the
uranium target as indicated schematically in figure 1. The uranium target is coupled to the
ion source via the standard ISOLDE technique1.

With a 200 MeV deuteron beam of 0.5 muliamps (100 kW) it should be possible to
generate a forward-peaked neutron beam with an energy spectrum peaked at 100 MeV
and an intensity of about 100 particle-microamps. The choice of deuteron energy for this
application is a compromise beiv/een neutron yield and directionality, which improve with
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Fig. 1: Schematic arrangement for producing a neutron beam from a deutenm beam stopping in a
well-cooled, Iow-2 target. The neutrons, in turn, induce fission products in a uranium target The
fission fragments are extracted and ionized via proven ISOLDE methods.

increasing energy, and the cost of the deuteron accelerator which increases rapidly with
energy. Detailed data on the neutron yields and angular distributions in this energy range
do not exist, but extrapolations from lower energies3 should be reasonable. Appiopriate
materials for the Iow-Z neutron production target are lithium4, beryllium5, and carbon. In
general: (a) the deuteron stripping cross section is relatively energy independent so that
yields increase approximately as the deuteron range, (b) the neutron energy spectra peak
near the energy-per-nucieon of the deuteron beam, and (c) the neutrons are Idnematically
forward-peaked with an angular width of about 10 degrees at this energy6.

The total cross section for neutrons on uranium in this energy range is 5 barns and the
fission cross section is about 2 bams. Hence, a large fraction of the neutrons will produce
fissions in a 25 cm long uranium target. Detailed simulations will have to be done, but
there will probably be more than one fission per neutron on the average, due to secondary
reactions. For example, in simulations done for pulsed neutron sources, 800 MeV protons
yield about 6.5 fissions each in a 60 cm uranium target7. These considerations lead to
predicted yields of 132Sn of more than 1012 per second in the target Precise yields of
individual isotopes from the fast neutron fission or spoliation process are not known, but
this estimate is consistent with predictions of the Monte Carlo code HETC for 60 MeV
protons on uranium, scaled by the relative effective target thicknesses8. At these rates the
heating of the target would be mainly due to the energy released by the fission fragments,
about 20 kW, which is comparable to the power deposited in the ISOLDE targets with a
few microamps of beam current. For comparable effective target thicknesses protons (at
1000 MeV) have 10 times the kinetic energy loss relative to neutrons (at 100 MeV), Le.
100 kW vs. 10 kW at 100 particle microamps.

These primary yield predictions for fission fragments in the production target are
comparable to those for the proposed P.I.A.F.E. project at Grenoble9, where a 1 gram
sample of 2 3 5U would be placed in a thermal neutron flux of 1014 neutrons/cmVsec.
Although the fission power dissipated in the reactor target is comparable to that in the fast



neutron natural uranium target above, the sample is much smaller so the power density is
higher in the reactor case.

Similarly, even though the cross sections are large for producing radioactive isotopes
via spallation with light heavy ions such as 100 MeV/A carbon beams10, the target power
densities are even larger in this case. The effective ranges of such carbon beams are about
100 times less than either the high energy protons or the 100 MeV neutrons. However,
the carbon cross sections are large for a broad range of mass numbers for each element so
that if the energy density problem can be overcome such beams may be very productive.

The radiation shielding issues associated with 100 particle microamps of 100 MeV
neutrons (or 500 microamps of 200 MeV deuterons) must be addressed. Shielding of the
prompt neutron flux from such a deuteron beam stopping in water is accomplished with 3
m of steel in the forward direction11. This implies about 100 tons of steel near the target
which is not unreasonable. Induced radiation and actinide activities associated with the
natural uranium target will require special confinement and handling procedures and
techniques.

3. General Purpose Driver Accelerator

An accelerator capable of accelerating light heavy ions (q/m=0.5) to 100 MeV per
nucleon could be a general purpose driver for the production of intense radioactive beams.
A single linac with a beam power limit of 120 kW could produce both the 100 particle
microamps of 100 MeV per nucleon carbon and the 500 microamp 200 MeV deuteron
beams mentioned above. Such a linac appears to be a straightforward extension of an
existing design for 70-100 MV systems of AccSys Technology, Inc.12 A possible Knac
configuration with separate injectors for light ions (e.g. p, d, 3He, 4He) and light-heavy
ions (e.g. 10B, 12C, 14N) is shown schematically in figure 2. A higher energy driver
accelerator could be achieved by adding more linac structures to the one shown here or by
adding a rapid cycling synchrotron booster to this linac.

4. Radioactive Beam Intensities

The final beam intensities of the radioactive beams on target for nuclear physics
research depend on several factors beyond ihe primary production rates in the spallation or
fission target. The details of the ion source and secondary beam acceleration process are
outside the scope of this paper, but general arguments lead to overall extraction,
ionization, stripping, and acceleration efficiency of on the order of 1%, at least in some
cases. A recently-developed laser ion source which works well for Sn isotopes13 is a very
promising technique. Assuming this 1% overall efficiency factor, an initial yield of
1012/scc 132Sn leads to a beam-on-target estimate of over 1 particle nanoamp.
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Hg. 2: Schematic layout of a 200 MV driver linac for producing intense radioactive beams via
either light-heavy ions or deuteron-generatcd high energy neutrons.
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